We compare two recently proposed methods that combine ideas from conformal inference and quantile regression to produce locally adaptive and marginally valid prediction intervals under sample exchangeability (Romano et al., 2019 [1]; Kivaranovic et al., 2019 [2]). First, we prove that these two approaches are asymptotically efficient in large samples, under some additional assumptions. Then we compare them empirically on simulated and real data. Our results demonstrate that the method in Romano et al. (2019) typically yields tighter prediction intervals in finite samples. Finally, we discuss how to tune these procedures by fixing the relative proportions of observations used for training and conformalization.
Introduction

Background and motivation
Given a set of n points {(X i , Y i )} n i=1 , with Y i ∈ R and X i ∈ R d , we consider the problem of constructing a prediction interval for a new point Y n+1 based on the observed value of X n+1 , assuming only that {(X i , Y i )} n+1 i=1 are drawn exchangeably from some common distribution P XY . There exist a vast selection of statistical and machine learning algorithms that can provide approximate answers to this question [3, 4] . However, the uncertainty in any of their predictions cannot be quantified without making strong assumptions and large-sample asymptotic approximations that may not be easily justifiable in applications. Conformal inference [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] addresses this problem by constructing an exact marginal prediction intervalĈ α (X n+1 ) such that
while relying only on the exchangeability of the n + 1 points. This interval is said to be marginal because all variables in (1) are treated as random, including (X n+1 , Y n+1 ) and the data used to trainĈ. Therefore, it is not guaranteed that the interval will cover Y n+1 conditional on a particular observed value of X n+1 , or a fixed prediction modelĈ. Despite this limitation, conformal prediction intervals are attractive because their coverage is guaranteed on average regardless of the distribution of the data.
Ideally, prediction intervals should be as narrow as possible while maintaining coverage. Let us denote by q α (x n+1 ) the α-th quantile of the conditional distribution of Y given X n+1 = x n+1 . Then a desirable oracle prediction interval would be C oracle α (X n+1 ) = [q α/2 (X n+1 ), q 1−α/2 (X n+1 )].
By construction, this is the narrowest symmetric prediction interval that has valid coverage conditional on the value of X n+1 . Here, we say that a prediction interval is symmetric if Y n+1 is equally likely to be smaller or larger than predicted. Unfortunately, the oracle interval in (2) is unachievable in practice because we do not know P Y |X . The goal of conformal quantile regression [1] is to form a practical prediction intervalĈ α that estimates (2) as closely as possible while satisfying (1) exactly. In this work, we compare theoretically and empirically the method from [1] with a similar approach that was proposed independently in [2] .
Conformal quantile regression
Throughout this paper, we follow the split-conformal approach to conformal inference [8, 11, 13] adopted in [1] and [2] , since it is computationally feasible even with large data. The first step of the conformal quantile regression method in [1] is to split the data samples into two disjoint subsets, I 1 and I 2 . Lower and upper quantile regression functions, namelyq α/2 ,q 1−α/2 : R d → R, are fitted on the observations in I 1 . Any algorithm can be employed for this purpose; for example, one may rely on linear regression [14] , neural networks [15] or random forests [16] . In any case, this algorithm is treated as a black box. The estimated quantile functions are used to compute a conformity score for each i ∈ I 2 :
Then, withQ 1−α (E CQR ; I 2 ) defined as the (1 − α)(|I 2 | + 1)| -th largest element of {E i } i∈I 2 , the conformal prediction interval for X n+1 is given bŷ
This method is summarized in Algorithm 1, where it is denoted as CQR. It is shown in [1] that C CQR α (X n+1 ) has marginal coverage at level 1 − α.
The method described in [2] differs from CQR in the choice of the conformity scores, as outlined in Algorithm 1 as CQR-m. Instead of (3), one computes 1
, covariates for new sample X n+1 ; proportion of data for training γ ∈ (0, 1); quantile regression algorithmq; conformalization method ψ ∈ {CQR, CQR-m, CQR-r}; coverage level α ∈ (0, 1).
Procedure: randomly split {1, . . . , n} into I 1 , I 2 , of size |I 1 | = γn, |I 2 | = n − |I 1 |; fit the quantile regression functionsq α/2 andq 1−α/2 on {(X i , Y i )} i∈I 1 ; if ψ = CQR then compute the conformity scores E CQR i
for each i ∈ I 2 , as in (3); computeQ 1−α (E CQR ; I 2 ); compute the prediction intervalĈ α (X n+1 ), as in (4) . else if ψ = CQR-m then fit the median regression functionq 1/2 on {(X i , Y i )} i∈I 1 ; compute the conformity scores E
CQR-m i
for each i ∈ I 2 , as in (5); computeQ 1−α (E CQR-m ; I 2 ); compute the prediction intervalĈ α (X n+1 ), as in (6) . else if ψ = CQR-r then compute the conformity scores E
CQR-r i
for each i ∈ I 2 , as in (7); computeQ 1−α (E CQR-r ; I 2 ); compute the prediction intervalĈ α (X n+1 ), as in (8) .
Output:
A prediction intervalĈ α (X n+1 ). whereq 1/2 indicates an estimated median regression function obtained with the same black-box algorithm asq α/2 andq 1−α/2 . Then the conformal prediction interval for X n+1 is given by:
One can show thatĈ
We also find it interesting to consider a modified version of CQR-m that does not require estimating the regression median. 2 This third approach, listed in Algorithm 1 as CQR-r, is based on the following conformity scores:
The CQR-r prediction intervals arê
It is easy to show thatĈ CQR-r α (X n+1 ) also attains marginal coverage at level 1 − α. A proof is omitted because it would be identical to those in [1] and [2] . CQR-r is similar in spirit to CQR-m, but it has a more direct interpretation: the conformity scores of CQR-r in (7) weight the distance of Y from the corresponding prediction interval by the inverse width of the interval. Therefore, the conformalization expands or contracts the black-box prediction bands proportionally to their width, instead of adding a constant shift as in CQR. Since it is not clear how the regression median q 1/2 should generally be related to the upper and lower α-quantiles of P Y |X , we find this approach slightly more intuitive than CQR-m.
Theoretical analysis
We show that the output of Algorithm 1 converges to the oracle bands in (2) as n grows, if the black-box quantile regression estimates are consistent and a few additional assumptions hold. This can be established for any of the three alternative types of conformity scores discussed in this paper, which are therefore asymptotically equivalent in this sense.
are drawn i.i.d. from some distribution P XY . Assumption 2 (regularity). The probability density of the conformity scores, either in (3), (5) or (7), depending on the conformalization method in Algorithm 1, is bounded away from zero in an open neighborhood of zero.
Assumption 3 (consistency). For simplicity, denote by n the size of the training data set I 1 used to fit the quantile regression functionsq. Let X be a new observation independent of I 1 . Then the assumption is that, for n large enough,
for some sequences η n = o(1) and ρ n = o(1), as n → ∞.
Assumption 3 is similar to that used in [13] for mean regression estimators, and it is weaker than requiringq α/2 (X) 
Here, L(A) indicates the Lebesgue measure of the set A, and is the symmetric difference operator, i.e., A B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A).
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Appendix A and is inspired by that of Theorem 3.4 in [13] , although the oracle and the conformalization methods considered here are different. Theorem 1 establishes a stronger form of statistical efficiency for conformal quantile regression compared to the result in [13] , which assumes Y = µ(X)+ , for some regression function µ, and homoscedastic noise . In general, the conformal prediction intervals described in [13] will not converge to those of our oracle if the noise is heteroscedastic, regardless of the consistency of the black-box regression estimatorμ. By contrast, conformal quantile regression is efficient in the sense that, under Theorem 1, the prediction bands converge to those of the oracle, which are the narrowest possible bands achieving conditional coverage. Finally, the asymptotic consistency assumption may be verified theoretically for some specific algorithms under certain conditions, e.g. random forests [16] . In any case, our result provides some theoretical backing to conformal quantile regression even if the assumptions cannot be verified in practice.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1, note that it also follows that conformal quantile regression bands have asymptotic conditional coverage, which we define as in [13] .
Definition 1 (Asymptotic conditional coverage). We say that a sequenceĈ n of random prediction bands has asymptotic conditional coverage at the level 1 − α if there exists a sequence of random sets
Despite being asymptotically efficient under Assumptions 1-3, the three conformalization methods in Algorithm 1 typically perform differently with finite data, as discussed next.
Empirical comparison
The data and code used in this section are on https://github.com/msesia/cqr-comparison.
Black-box quantile regression
In the following, we utilize two alternative black-box quantile regressors, implemented and trained as in [1] . The first procedure is based on quantile regression forests [16] . We fit 1000 trees and set the other tuning parameters equal to their default values. The second black box is a neural network [15] with three fully connected layers and ReLU non-linearities. We have chosen this design, which is slightly different from that in [2] , because it leads to conformal prediction intervals that are tighter than those reported in [2] . If the estimated lower and upper quantiles overlap, which may sometimes occur, we swap them. The nominal level of the black boxes is tuned so that their empirical coverage, estimated by cross-validation, is approximately equal to 1 − 2α. We have observed that this heuristic generally leads to tighter conformal intervals compared to those obtained by directly requesting the black boxes to estimate q α/2 and q 1−α/2 ; see Section 3.3 and Appendix B for empirical evidence. Throughout this section, we set α = 0.1.
Experiments with artificial data
We begin by considering the same experiment based on artificial data as in [2] . We simulate X ∼ Unif([0, 1] d ), for d = 100, and Y ∈ R from:
where f (x) = 2 sin(πx) + πx, β = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0 , . . . , 0) and is independent standard Gaussian noise. Here, we have access to a natural benchmark: the oracle that knows P Y |X exactly. It follows from (9) that the expected width of the oracle prediction bands is:
where Q α ( ) is the α-quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution.
The performances of CQR, CQR-m, and CQR-r are compared in Figure 1 as a function of the number of data points n. The proportion of observations used to train the black box is 3/4, as in [2] . The coverage and average width of the prediction bands is evaluated on an independent test set of size 20, 000. The experiment is repeated for 100 independent realizations of the data and of the test set. The width and coverage of the conformal prediction bands approach those of the oracle as the sample size increases. This suggests that the estimated black-box quantiles may be approximately consistent. However, CQR typically produces narrower bands compared to the other methods. 
Experiments with real data
We now apply Algorithm 1 on the same data analyzed in [1] and [2] . 3 Some details about these data sets and information on the corresponding sources are summarized in Table 1 . For all data sets except homes, we randomly hold out 20% of the samples for testing. Then we divide the remaining observations into two disjoint sets, I 1 and I 2 , to train the black box and conformalize the prediction bands, respectively. The response variables Y are standardized as in [1] and [2] . We explore different values of the fraction of samples used for training: |I 1 | = γn, with γ ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.98}. We are interested in this comparison because different values are used in [1] and [2] : γ = 0.5 and γ = 0.75, respectively. In the case of the homes data, we follow in the footsteps of [2] : first, we randomly hold out 3613 test samples; then, we train the black box on 15,000 samples and conformalize on the remaining 3000. All experiments are repeated 10 times, starting from the data splitting. The test-set performances of CQR, CQR-m, and CQR-r are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 . These quantities correspond to the best choice of black box and the optimal value of the hyperparameter γ, defined separately for each algorithm. The CQR method consistently produces the narrowest valid prediction bands, while CQR-m and CQR-r are often comparable.
The performances obtained with different black boxes and values of γ are reported in Figure 2 for the community data, and in Appendix B for the other data sets. The results are shown as a function of γ, which affects the average width of the prediction intervals as well as their variability. If γ is small, the prediction intervals are not sufficiently adaptive because the black box cannot estimate the regression quantiles accurately. Larger values of γ may lead to tighter predictions on average, but at the cost of increased variability in the conditional coverage. In fact, the conditional coverage for new observations given the data may be lower than the expected marginal level, especially when γ is very close to one and the sample size is not very large. The empirical results in Figure 2 and Appendix B suggest that fixing γ ∈ [0.7, 0.9] achieves a reasonable compromise for all data sets analyzed in this paper. This observation is also consistent with the choice in [2] .
The CQR-m method sometimes produces very wide intervals because the denominator in (5) can be close to zero (we added a small constant to prevent overflowing). An example is visible in the second plot in Figure 2 , where some of the CQR-m prediction intervals based on a random forest black box are extremely large (hence the discontinuous vertical axis in Figure 2 ) when γ ≥ 0.9. The CQR-r method is less susceptible to this problem because the denominator in the conformity scores in (7) Table 2 .
Conclusion
Early work on conformal prediction focused on estimating a mean regression function for Y | X and building a fixed-width band around it [5] [6] [7] 13] . Even though this strategy produces valid marginal prediction intervals regardless of P Y |X , it is clearly designed with a homoscedastic regression model in mind and it may lead to be unnecessarily wide intervals in other cases. Locally-adaptive conformal prediction [9, 10, 12, 13 ] goes a step beyond this model by weighting the residuals according to a local estimate of their variance. Conformal quantile regression [1] goes further by observing that the estimation of the regression mean is unnecessary if the ultimate goal is to build prediction intervals. This approach has already been shown to outperform earlier methods in practice [1] . In this paper, we have strengthened the case for conformal quantile regression by proving that it is asymptotically efficient in large samples, if the quantile regression estimates are consistent. The empirical comparison of three alternative conformity scores has shown that those proposed in [1] are preferable because they typically lead to shorter prediction intervals in practice. Even though we have only explicitly considered symmetric intervals for simplicity, it is straightforward to generalize these methods to asymmetric intervals and conformity scores [1] . Finally, we have highlighted a bias-variance tradeoff in the choice of the proportion of data points used to train the black-box quantile regressors. Our empirical results show that it is usually better to invest more of the available data (between 70% and 90%, indicatively) to train the black-box than to conformalize the predictions. We hope that these results will be helpful to practitioners and may inspire others to develop even more powerful variations of conformal quantile regression.
A Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by considering the case of CQR. For ease of notation and without loss of generality, assume that we have 2n data points and n 1 = n 2 = n. Then, we can equivalently rewrite Assumption 3 as follows:
for n large enough, X |= I 1 and for some sequences η n = o(1) and ρ n = o(1), as n → ∞.
Recall that the conformal quantile regression prediction band is defined as:
while the oracle band is:
It suffices to show:
We will proceed in two steps, proving:
Then the proof will be completed by the triangle inequality.
(i) Define the random sets
and B n = B n,up ∪ B n,lo . We can prove that for a new X |= q α/2 ,q 1−α/2 ,
In fact, in the event
we have:
Equation (10) follows because the event in (11) has probability at least 1−ρ n , by Assumption 3. This implies:
(ii) With B n defined as above, consider the following further partition of the data in I 2 :
By definition, I 2 = {n + 1, . . . , 2n} = I 2,a ∪ I 2,b . Since B n only depends on the data in I 1 , it is independent of (X i , Y i ) for all i ∈ I 2 . Therefore, the size of I 2,b conditional on the data in I 1 can be bounded using Hoeffding's inequality, thanks to Assumption 1. We already know that the probability that any i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , 2n} belongs to I 2,b is smaller than η 1/3
n . In particular, conditional onq α/2 andq 1−α/2 ,
Choosing t = c √ n log n leads to |I 2,b | = o P (n) because
n + c n log n ≤ n −2c 2 .
Now, defineẼ
, for all i ∈ I 2,a ,
Proceeding similarly, one can also show that E CQR i
n . Hence, for all i ∈ I 2,a ,
Therefore, all empirical quantiles of E CQR i andẼ CQR i , for i ∈ I 2,a , are within η 1/3 n . Let F n andF n denote the empirical distributions of E CQR i andẼ CQR i for i ∈ I 2 , respectively. Define also F n,a andF n,a as the corresponding empirical distributions when i is restricted to I 2,a . For n large enough, one can assume without loss of generality that |I 2,b |/|I 2,a | ≤ α because |I 2,b | = o P (n). Then we can show that
To prove the second inequality in (12) , note that if all the E CQR i
, for i ∈ I 2,b , are in the upper α-quantile of F n , then
However, in general the quantiles of F n,a will be larger and
To prove the first inequality in (12) , note that if all the E CQR i for i ∈ I 2,b are in the lower 1 − α quantile of F n ,
However, in general the quantiles of F n,a will be smaller and
This completes the proof of (12) . By combining this with the previous result that all empirical quantiles of
, for i ∈ I 2,a , are within η 1/3 n , we obtain:
n .
Recall that we have definedQ 1−α (E; I 2 ) = F −1 n (1 − α n ), where α n = α−(1−α)/n. Therefore,
Note that Q 1−α (Ẽ CQR ) = 0. This follows immediately from its definition:
Then we know from Assumptions 1-2 and classical asymptotic theory [28, Chapter 21] that
, which we denote by Q 1−α (Ẽ CQR ). Therefore, since both nα n /|I 2,a | and (nα n − |I 2,b |)/|I 2,a | are α + o P (1), we have
This completes the proof in the case of CQR. The proof for CQR-m and CQR-r are analogous. Training data (%) Figure 3 : Results on the bike data. Other details as in Figure 2 . The plots are truncated from above on the vertical axis to focus on the most interesting region. In the second through fourth plots on top, the curves corresponding to CQR-m and CQR-r are almost overlapping. Training data (%) Figure 6 : Results on the bio data. Other details as in Figure 3 . Training data (%) (c) meps-21 Figure 9 : Results on the meps data. Other details as in Figure 3 .
